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or zo cooler than

analysis within 24 hours; therefore, refrig

Experiment S007, Spectrophotography of

established as a control in a laboratory at

the coastal waters were 1

o

sea-water temperatures farther west in the
Arabian Sea.

Clouds.-The objective of Experiment 8007,
Spectrophotography of Clouds, was to meas

eration was not required.

'An identical experimental package was

Cape Kennedy. It was activated simultane
ously with the package in the spacecraft and

ure cloud-top altitudes. The experiment was

was maintained under similar temperature

scheduled for G�mini VIII. Because of the

from the flight crew verified that the experi

however, the experiment could not be accom

stages exactly as planned.

mental Satellite Center has designed a sec

ducted on the Gemini XI mission. The leuko

first flown during Gemini V, and was also

early termination of the Gemini VIII flight,

plished. As a result, the National Environ

ond-generation

weather

satellite

that

can

conditions.

Air-to-ground

communications

ment was proceeding through the various
The

experiment

cyte-chromosome

was

successfully

analysis

of

the

con

blood

measure cloud-top altitude and cloud thick

showed no increaRe in the chromosome-de

Experiment S051, Sodium Cloud Photog

the ground conb:ol samples. The result does

ness.

mph?J.-Experiment

8051,

Sodium

Vapor

Cloud. was flown on Gemini XII. The purpose

letion frequency in the flight samples over

not confirm the preliminary results found
on Gemini III. Preliminary results from the

of the experiment was to measure the day

neurospora portion of the experiment carried

mosphere as a function of altitude between ·

quency of mutations in the flight samples.

time wind-velocity vector of the high at

62 and 93 miles. The measurements were to
be

obtained

from

the

deformation

of

a

rocket-made vertical sodium cloud. During

on Gemini XI indicate no increase in the fre

This part of the experiment analysis will
require more time, but there now appears to

be no observable synergism between radia

the Gemini XII mission, two rockets were

tion and space flight on white blood cells.

launching was easily visible from the ground,

Zero-g

launched from Algeria. Although the second

Experiment S003, Frog Egg Growth Under
The objectives of Experiment 8003,

.-

the sodi urn release was not seen by the flight

Frog Egg Growth Under Zero-g, were to

sighting, the pilots photographed the region

abj]jty of the fertilized frog egg to divide
normally, and to differentiate and form a

crew. Even t)lough they did not have visual

of the tiring using a 70-mm still camera with
a wide-angle

lens.

Unfortunately,

shutter

determine the effect of weightlessness on the

normal embryo. The experiment was per

difficulties with the camera spoiled the ex

formed in one package mounted on the right

uled for the Apollo Program.

four chambers containing frog eggs in wa

posed film. The experiment will be resched

Biolo�:ical Experiments

Experiment S004, Synergistic Effects of
Radiation and Zero-g 011 Blood and Neuro

spora·.-Experiment S004, Synergistic Effect

of Zero-g on White Blood CeUs, was first car

ried during Gemini III, and was continued

hatch in the spacecraft. The package bad

ter with a partitioned section containing a

fixative. Handles were provided on the out

side of the package so the flight crew could

activate the experiment.

During Gemini VIII, early cleavage stages
were

successfully

obtained;

however,

the

short duration of the flight did not permit

formation of the later cleavage and develop

on Gemini XI with the addition of neuro

mental stages. During Gemini XII, the ex

serve the blood during the 4-day mission of

mechanical standpoint, and later embryonic

spora. A refrigeration unit was added to pre

Gemini XI. Gemini III was a three-orbit

flight, and the blood could be recovered for

periment was completely successful from a

stages were obtained. The 10 embryos in the
fixation chambers appeared to be morpho-
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logically normal. The five embryos which

The

were unfixed were live, swimming tadpoles

cone-shaped zodiacal light from the narrow

p4otograph

clearly

distinguishes

the

when the chamber was opened on board the

airglow layer visible just above the moonlit

recovery ship. Three of the embryos were

Earth. Heretofore, only an artist's drawing

morphologically normal ; two were abnormal

has been able to represent the zodiacal light

(twinning).

as it would appear to a ground observer with

The

abnormalities,

however,

were not inconsistent with the controls, and

out the visual distractions of city lights, air

no abnormalities can be ascribed to the flight

glow, and faint sources of celestial light.

at this time. The five surviving tadpoles died

Experime11t S011, Airglow Horizon Pho

several hours after recovery, and were fixed

tography.-Experiment 8011. Airglow Hori

for histological sectioning. The reason for

zon

death has not yet been ascertained ; however,

Gemini XI and XU as well as Gemini IX-A.

Photography,

was

conducted

during·

all the eggs will be sectioned for histological

The crews used the 70-mm general-purpose

study to determine more conclusive results.

still camera in the f/0.95 configuration to

Visual Acuity Experiment

Earth's limb. The camera was mounted so

photograph the night airglow layer with the

Experiment

8008,

Visual

Acuity.-The

ability of the flight crew to visually detect
and recognize objects on the surface of the
Earth was tested during Gemini V and VIT
in Experiment 8008,. Visual Acuity, Data
from · an inflight vision tester used during
these flights showed no change in the visual
performance of the crews. Results from the
flight-crew obsirvations of the ground· site
(fig. 19-6) near Laredo, Tex., confirm that
visual performance during space flight was
within the statistical range of the preflight
visual performance, and that there was no
degradation of the visual perception during
Space flight.
Aatronomical Photography Experiments

that exposures of 2 to 50 seconds could be
obtained through the right hatch window.
The objective was to obtain worldwide meas�
urements of airglow altitude and intensity.
The camera filter system registered the
spectral regions of 5577 angstroms (oxygen
green) and 5893 angstroms (sodium yellow)
side- by side but separated by a vertical di vid
ing line. Filter bandwidths were 270 and 380
angstroms, respectively. In figure 19-8, an
. example of the split-field photography taken
during Gemini IX-A is shown. This is a 5second exposure looking west. The corre
sponding star field is shown in figure 19-9,
and the bright stars Procyon and Sirius are
visible in the airglow layer. The pictures are
being analyzed for possible height variations
in the two layers.

Experiment SOOl, Zodiacal Light and Air
glow Photography.-A series of excellent
photographs for Experiment 8001, Zodiacal
Light Photography, was obtained during the

During Gemini XI, .an additional 6300angstrom

(red) filter with a baodwidth of

150 angstroms waR provided to obtain pho
tographs in a higher orbit; however, no pho

Gemini IX-A flight. A photograph of the

tographR were obtained because of a camera

zodiacal light and the planet Venus is shown

malfunction. On Gemini XII, the split-field

in figure 19-7. The apparent curvature of the
airglow layer is due to the nature of the lenR.
The presence of Venus points out that the
zodiacal light lies in the ecliptic plane. After

filter was removed, and the entire field was
exposed

with' 40-angstrom-wide

filterR

in

alternate green and yellow bands. The 6300angstrom filter was not used during Gemini

sunset, a ground observer can see the zodia

XII because a high-altitude orbit could not

cal light. However, he must wait for twilight

be achieved. Much more work remains on

in order to see the dim-sky phenomena; even
then the view is never free of the airglow,

from Experiment son. have demonRtrated

and not often of the glare from city lights.

airglow research, but the results obtained
several useful lines of approach.
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FIGURE 19-6.-Experiment 8008 visual acuity ground pattern near Laredo, Tex. The inset area is an
aerial photograph of the ground pattern.
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19-10 (b), the blot above the airglow is due ro
the cathode tube.

Expe?"iment S029, Lib1·ation Regions Pho

tog?·a?>hy.-The

purpose

of

g

Experiment

S029, Libration Re ions Photography, was
investigate

to

by photographic techniques

the libration points of the Earth-Moon sys
tem to determine the possible existence of
clouds or particulate
FJCUR& 19-7.-Zodiacal light and planet Venus. Air·
glow is seen as a narrow band above the moonlit
Earth.

sion was the first mission on which any libra
tion region was available for photography.
The 70-mm still camera with a wide-angle
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FIGURE 19-8.-star field seen in airglow split-field
filter photography.

Expe?·iment S030, Dim Sky Photogmphy/
01·thico11.-Experiment SO�O, Dim Sky Pho
tography/Orthicon,

was

conducted

during

Gemini XI. The image orthicon system of
Experiment D015, Night Image Intensifica
tion, was used to obtain 415 pictures of air
glow in a :360� sweep. At times. the image

orthicon sen:-;itivity was so g-reat th at the..;e

pictures were almost oYerexposed. There is
some indication of a splitting of the airglow
into two layers. The sy�tem had an auto

matic gain control with the sensitivity vnr:v
ing constantly; this makes calibrution of the
pictures difficult and time consuming. Figure
19-10 shows two sample frames. In ngure

·

6 and under

FrCUR£ 19-9.-Split-field filter photography showing
Procyon and Sirius

(from Norton's Atlas, maps

'7 and 8).

len:; wa!-i used and the results are not lmme
<liHtel.v obvious, but appear to be le::;s than

be run 011
but at thil'; time the study

1-mtisfactor_v. fRoclen�itometry wi ll
sevet·;tl t!Xposure!'>,

is not expeded to yield po:-;itive resultf'.
\1it•romt'lt'urilt'. Cusmic ltay, and lnn Wakt'
F::o�pt'rimt>nts

E.t'JJf'l"iWf'llf SolO. Anr11o M·icmmefeurite
Colll•cfit111.-As part of Experiment SOlO,
AJ!ena Micrometeorite C ollection, a package

for recordinl-! micrometeorite impact� was
in:-:tulled nn the Ge mi n i VIII target vehicle.
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FIGURE 19-10.-Air�low photo�raphs obtained from image o1·thicon system.

(a)

Near Canopus;

(b) Near Arcturus.

After approximately 4 months in orbit, the

reenter the Earth's atmosphere before the

package was recovered b�· the Gemini X
flight crew. Optical scanning at the Dudley

package can be recovered.

Observatory of the four stainless-steel slides

Collection.-The

on the outside of the box (protected from

S012, Gemini Micrometeorite Collection, was

launch) have revealed at least four craters
larger than 4 microns; these appear to be

Expe1-i:meut SOI:Z, Gemini Micn1meteorite

·

package

for

Experiment

successfully recovered from the Gemini IX-A
spacecraft adapter section after an exposure

hyperballistic. Figure 19-11 shows one cra

of over 16 hours. For comparison, another

ter which has a diameter of 200 microns, a

package was exposed for 6 hours during the

depth of 35 microns, and a lip height of 25

Gemini XII flight (fig. 19-12). This experi-

microns. This crater has been named Crater
Schweickart for the astronaut who suggested
that there be an outside collection area on
the micrometeorite package on which micro
meteorites

could impact, even though the

pilot did not open the package during extra
vehicular activity. The Dudley Observatory
has installed a stereoscan electron microscope
which will permit scanning the surface in
the original form, thus minimizing sample
contamination. Results of this work are not
yet known.
During the Gemini XII mission, the extr.a
vehicular pilot opened the package on the
Gemini XII target vehicle and exposed the
sensitive collection plates to the space en
vironment. The package was intended to be
retrieved during some future mission; how
ever, it is expected that the target vehicle will

FIGURE 19-11.-Micrometeorite impact crater.
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prepared on this aspect. Later, a detailed

scanning, which is expected to require 1 to
2 years to complete, will provide information
on the light nuclei. The experiment group at
the Goddard Space Flight Center is concen
trating on detailed scanning of the emulsion
stacks in order to make progress on the analy
sis of the light nuclei, the main objective of
the experiment.
Expe1ime11t S026, Gemini lo?t Wake Meas

. Experiment
S026,
Ion
Wake
Measurement, was conducted during Gemini
X and XI. A great deal of ambient data were
obtained during Gemini X, and all requested
ur·ern e n t

FIGURE

19-12.-Gemini XII pilot retrieving micro
meteorite collection package.

ment had a numb�r of guest investigators
from the United States and abroad. A full
report of the results can be made only after
the impact craters have been carefully
scanned with the electron microscope. A pre
liminary examination of 1 square centimeter
of the surface of the Gemini XII package has
revealed no impacts. Much work remains to
be done to complete the analysis of this ex
periment.
Expe-r·iment S009, Nuclear Enzu.l::.'ions.

During the extravehicular activities of the
Gemini XI mission, the pilot retrieved the
package for Experiment S009, Nuclear Emul

-

modes were performed during Gemini XI.
Reduction of the data will be a rather pains
taking task that will necessitate coordina
tion of all available records of times and ac
tivities during the operation. It is believed
that this experiment can result in a very use
ful method for mapping the actual wake of
a vehicle.
Ultraviolet Pholo.�rraphy Experiment�

Expe1imeut S064, Ultraviolet Dust Pho
tngmphy.-Experiment S064,
Ultraviolet
Dust Photography, was designed to provide
ultraviolet photographs of dust in the Earth
atmosphere. and was carried on Gemini XII.
The experiment used black-and-white nlm in
the 70-mm still camera with an ultraviolet
lens. A series of sunrise photograph� was
made in the ultraviolet region ; however, due

sions, frorrt the exterior llurface of the !'pace
craft adapter section. The Naval Research

to- the man)' electrostatic marks in the film,

Laboratory has finished the initial

of

very little information has been determined.

about one-fourth of the emulsion ::;tacks. and
has found about 700 tracks which must be
sorted according to origin (either inside or
outside the spacecraft) during activation of
the experiment. It is estimated that about
200 of these tracks will belong to the experi
ment. If this percentage can be used through
out the analysis of the experiment, then it
may be expected that between 1000 and 2000
usable tracks will have been recorded.
At the present time, the experimenters are
performing a special kind of scan to obtain
information on the appearance of the tracks
in order that a preliminary report can be

Photog?·aphy.-Ex:perimflnt 8013, Ultra
violet Astronomical Photography, used the
70-mm general-purpose still camera with an
ultraviolet lens. Similar but less severe trou
ble \vas experienced with the electrostatic
marks as on Experiment S064. An ultraviolet
spectrum of the bright star Sirius was ob
tained on the Gemini XII mission (fig.
Hl-1�). The Balmer series of hydrogen ap
pears at the right. The Mg II doublet at 2800
angstroms and several other weak, sharp
lineH of Fe II appear at the left. The exposure
was 20 geconds. Figure 19-14. a spectrum of

:scan

E.rpf•rim.ent SO 13, Ultmt•i()lf'f A...:t ronomi

cal
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FIGURE 19-13.-Grating ultraviolet sp�ctrum of Sirius.

zero order
Canopus

•

/::.
/···

FIGURE 19-14.-Grating ultraviolet spectrum of Canopus.

the solar-type star Canopus, was obtained
from Experiment 8013, Gemini XI, frame

98,

were obtained. The prism resulted in a lower
dispersion, but provided significant informa
tion on a large number of stars. The photo

spectrograms, several prism

graphs recorded stars of fainter magnitude
than was anticipated, and there will be work
to be done on the ultraviolet energy curves
for many months as a result of the photo
graphs. Figure 19-15 is a reproduction of a

Dearborn Obse:-vatory, Northwestern
University. This spectrum was especially use
ful for calibration purposes when compared
with the solar spectra obtained from rockets.
In addition to the two remarkable grating
spectrograms
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capability of the pilot. Thus far, it has been
possible to obtain only a few ultraviolet
stellar spectra from rocket flights. During the
three trials of this experiment during the
Gemini Program, considerable ultraviolet in
formation was obtained and should be espe
cially useful in planning future ultraviolet
�:<periments for manned flights.

Concluding Remarks
Significantly, Gemini experience has shown
much about what can be done in the area of

FIGURE 19-15.-Prism ultraviolet spectrogram of
Cy�us region. The spacecraft shadow is on the left.

prism spectrogram of Cygnus and is typical
of the exposure� obtained dur ng this experi

t

ment.
Since the spacecraft window::� did not admit
ultraviolet light, the experiment would not
have been possible without the extravehicular

experiments for manned operations, and has
uncovered some of the pitfalls. In summary,
it �eems clear that the same attention must
be paid to all details of the experiments, crew
procedures, and crew training that has been
devoted to spacecraft operation. When this is
pos�ible, the return of new scientific informa
tion will increase. It is safe to say that scien
tific information has increased exponentially
since Project Merc.ury, and is expected to con
tinue to follow an upward curve. The interest
the ftight crew and the engineers have shown
in the experiments has nearly matched the
keen interest of the investig-ators, and •viJI
continue to be a large factor in future
manned space-ttight experiments.
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DOD/NASA GEMINI EXPERIMENTS SUMMARY

WILBUR A. BALLENTINE, Space Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command, U.S. Air Force
Introduction

Information

The DOD/NASA Gemini Experiments
Program consisted of 15 experiments, spon
sored by several development agencies of the
Department of Defense. Experiments were
Relected which could be accomplished with
minimum effect on the Gemini Program. and
which would contribute to the solution of the
evaluation of space technical development
problems of interest to DOD. Participation in
the experiments program provided a means
for DOD elements to acquire data and opera
tions experience for evaluation of the ability
of man to accomplish missions in space, and
11ruviueu a mechanism fur the timely flow uf
manned space'-tlight development informa
tion between NASA and DOD.

coordination

Management

DOD/NASA
expert ments
pra<Jram

DOD experience
i n manne<l
space flight

Manaqement

Experiment
manaqement
ex_perience

Establisheel
organizational
and personnel
relationships

Estabtishe<l
DOD/NASA
procedures
Technical results
FIGURE

20-1.-000/NASA

Gemini

experiments

progr-am results.

Program Accomplishments

Procedures and Experience

Although the technical result outwardly
appeared to be the major program accom
plishment, several·other results of equal im
portanc.e �ere obtained during the joint
DOD/NASA implementation of the exl)eri
ments program (fig. 20-1).

Implementation of the DOD/NASA Gem
ini Experiments Program required the desig
nation of responsibilities and development
procedureR for joint management. Organiza
tional elements and procedures have been
established for future joint activity, and ex
perience has provided a better understanding
of l'uch joint activity for future planning.

DOD Experience in Manned Space Fli�tht

Through the experiments program, DOD
participation was broadened to include expe
rience in spacecraft, crew, and operational
activities in addition to the experience ac
quired through program responsibilities for
the Gemini Launch Vehicle, the Gemini
Agena Target Vehicle, and the DOD Range
Support. The direct working association with
the Gemini Program permitted DOD develop
ment agencies at all levels to gain practical
experience in manned space-flight develop
ment,

Preceding page blank
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E!!tahli&hment of Or�tanizational :md Personnel
Relationships

One of lhe most significant results of DOD
participation in the Gemini Program was the
development of organization knowledge and
the e�tablishment of personnel relationships
which facilitate the flow of manned space
flight development information between DOD
and NASA agencies. Active participation in
the Gemini Program provided a working
level insight which facilitated the recognition
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of information significant to DOD programs:

ness can be developed only through day-to

and provided personnel and organizational

da:" tontact with the management personnel

rapport which expedited l\JASA/DOD sup

ace -nplishing the basic program.

port. The established relatl<mships have been

'J

ot.!

experimenter must emphasize the sup

most beneficial in liaison with the Apollo and

pon of flight-crew training. The crew must

Apollo Applications Programs.

1·eprer;;ent the experimenter at a crucial point
in what is normally an advanced experimen

ExJleriment Mana�:emenc Information

tal process; therefore, the crew must possess

The program has developed some specific
conclusion!'\ related to management of experi
ment." conducted as secondary objectives of a

basic program. Although the following con
clusion� are of secondary importance as ex
periment

program

results,

they

are

con

sidered significant for future management
planning.
Each experiment should be scheduled on at
.)east two flights. The probability of success
ful attainment of experiment objectives on a
single attempt is too low to risk high experi
ment

development

cost.

Because

experi

maximum understanding of experimental ob
jectives ann procetiurf'R. Training simu!::.t!Oi'1S
uRing equipment identical to ftis;ht hardware
are highly desirable. Direct contact between
the experimenter and the crew during experi
ment training is essential.
Careful consideration should be given to
Rcheduling the secondary experiments which
require a large amount of crew operational
time.

Because

experiments

have

a

mary program contingencies, they have a
lesser probability of success.

ments were considered as secondary mission
objectives,
successful
experiments
were
highly dependent on the accomplishment of

such

greater probability of being affected by pri

Technical Results

Prog-ram technical results were good. Of

of

the 15 programed experiments, 11 were suc

higher-than-nominal fuel usage, of reduced

cE:ssfully completed (table 20-I). The four

primary

mission

objectives.

Occasions

electrical power, and of other mission prob

remaining experiments were carried on Gem

lems resulted in the curtailment of experi

ini missions, but flight tests were not com

ment activities and the inability to obtain

pleted. Although flight test objectives of these

experiment objectives. A second experiment

four experiments were not completely at

flight was essential to success in these cases.

tained, valuable data and experience were

The experiment interface with the space
craft should be minimized. A simplified inter

acquired during experiment development.
Experiments D001, D002, and D006, Basic

face will generally result in higher reliability,

Object, Nearby Object, and Surface Ph otog

in lower integration cost, in greater opera

ra1Jh1t--Photography

accomplished

a



during

tional flexibility, and in reduced effect of

Project Mercury was oriented to

basic spacecraft hardware change.

area of coverage with no specific pointing or

Colocation of the experiment manager with

tracking requirements.

broad

Experiments DOOl,

the agency accomplishing the basic program

D002, and D006 were designed to investigate

management provides a significant advantage

the ability of man to acquire, track, and

for all experiments, and is essential for those

photograph

experiments which have complex interfaces

ground on a preplanned basis using photo

objects

in

space and on

the

with the basic program. Experiments are

graphic equipment with a small field of view.

developed concurrently and interact with the

Acquisition of preplanned photographs of the

basic program development, and the experi

Moon, planets, and points on the surface of

ment managers must develop detailed aware

the Earth

ness of basic program effects and constraints

bility. The photograph of Love Field, Dallas,

to efficiently integrate the experiments. In

Tex. (fig. 20-2), is representative of the data

dynamic development programs, this aware-

acquired.

clearly demonstrated the capa
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TABLE

20-I.-DOD/NASA Gemini Experiments

OOOL

Result

Flight

Title

Experiment no.

Basic Object Photography ...

v

Complete

v

Incomplete

Celestial Radiometry

V, VII

Complete

0005....

Star Occultation Navigation

0006.

Surface Photography ....

v

0002. .. .

·· - ·

Nearby Object Photography

0003 .....
0004......

..

VIII, XI

Mass Determination

.

VII, X

Complete
Complete
Complete

V, VII

Complete

0008.....

Radiation in Spacecraft

lV, VI-A

Complete

X, XII

Complete

IX-A

Incomplete

V, VU

Complete

0007. ......

..

Space Object Radiometry

0009.....

Simple Navigation

0010...

Ion-Sensing Attitude Control

0012.

Astronaut Maneuvering Unit.

0013. ..

Astronaut Visibility . .

IV, VII

..

..

Complete

0014..

UHF/VHF Polarization Measurements.

VIII, IX-A

Incomplete

0015...

Night Image Intensification.

VIII, XI

0016 ..

Power Tool Evaluation

VIII, XI

Complete
Inco mplete

""'

FIGIIR£20-2.-Love Field, Dallas, Tl•lc Photngra1uh tukcu duriug thl• {;�:mini V rnis:;iutl.
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Experiment DOOS, Matis Determination.

Experiment D003 demonstrated the feasi
bility and the accuracy of determining the
mass of an orbiting object by thrusting on it
with a known thrust and measuring the re
sulting change in velocity. The experiment
was conducted during the Gemini XI mission
_and used a Gemini Agena Target Vehicle as
the orbiting object. The mass as determined
from the experiment procedure was com
pared with the targ-et-vehicle mass as com
puted from known launch weight and expend
able usage to determine the accuracy of the
method.
Experiment 0003 investigated two meth
ods of data acquisition. The Telemetry
Method was based upon the telemetry data
from the spacecraft computer and Time Ref
erence System. The Astronaut Method was
based upon data displayed by the spacecraft
Manual Data Insertion Unit and the event
timer, and recorded by the flight crew. In
both cases, spacecraft thrust was determined
from a calibration firing of the spacecraft
propulsion system with the spacecraft .and
target vehicle undocked. Resulting spacecraft
thrust F,. was computed from

TABLE 20-II.-Manually Observed Data,
Astronaut Method

Experiment operations

-

10

)

0

Thrusters off

/

�

0

(54:37 :39. 2261

/
I

8

�

2.94

'I
,P 1--· Stop timing

9

...

9.8

7

Mass determination maneuver

0
I

I
/
p'

6
s

/

4

I
I /
,
I
I ,6
r�-- Start timing
()4:37:30. nn

3
2

1

0

I
I

0�����--��--��--���
:32

:34

:36

:38

�

:42

:44

>4:37:46

M
F _ o�V
r

11

Calibration maneuver ..............

u

Velocity
change,
ft/sec

Time,
sec

Ground elapsed time, hr:min:sec

L).t

FIGtnu: 2�.-Calibration maneuver. Experiment

where
Mn-mass

of spacecraft, slugs
�V-measured incremental velocity, ft/sec
�t -measured thrusting time interval, sec

0003, Mass Determination, telemetry method.

I
I
I
I

Data from the calibration and mass-determi
nation firings for each method investigated
are shown in figures 20-3 and 20-4, and in
table 20-II. Using these data, the mass of the
target vehicle was computed from

M

A.-

F,(�t)
�v

where
M..t,-target-vehicle mass, slugs
Fr -maneuvering thrust of the spacecraft, lb
At -measured thrusting time interval, sec
AV -measured incremental velocity, ft;'sec
Moe-spacecraft mass slugs
.•

2

•

/

�··

•

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
IStop liming I
Depress
•
computer
�1:55:54.74311
START button
1 Thrusters
11:55:47."'7431----;
off ---1
I
I
•

4

.� •
I
I
I

.�

,/

�

Ground elapsed time. hr:mln:sec

FIGURE 20-4.-Experiment

0003,

maas determina

tion maneuver, telemetry method.
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and VI. Discrete measurements were made
on 72 subjects such as the following:

Comparison with target-vehicle mass as com
puted from launch weight and known expend
ables indicated a variation in results of 4.9
percent for the Telemetry Method and 7.6
percent for the Astronaut Method (table·

(1) Gemini VI-A space
craft. thruster
plume

20-III).
Experiment

DOO�l D007,

Celestial

tion Pod

umetnJ/Space Object Radiometry.-Experi

Method
Telemetry
Astronaut

•

( 11) Night and day,
land

hicle second stage
(4) Moon

and

water

subjects

(3) Gemini Launch Ve-

ment 0004/0007 w� conducted during the
Gemini V and VII missions. The spacecraft
carried two interferometer spectrometers
and a multichannel spectroradiometer for
measurements of selected source� in the
bands indicated in figure 20-5. Equipment
characteristics are shown irr tables 20-IV, V,

TABLE 20-III.-Wei!lht

(10) Large ground fire

( 2) Rendezvous Evalua

Radi

(9) Horizon-to-Eartb
nadir calibration

(12) Sunlit cloudtops
( 13) Moonlit cloudtops

(5) Stars

(14) Lightning

Sky background

(15) Missile-powered

( 8) Star-to-horizon cali

Right

16)

17) Space void
bration

of Ta1'r1et Vehicle Dete1·mined b71 Experiment DOOJ

Actual weight,
lb.

Calculated
weight, lb

Variation in
weight, lb

Percent

7268

6912

-366

-4.9

7268

7820

562

7.6

,

...........................

Computed from launch weight and usage of consumables.

Electromagnetic spectrum

v
Ultraviolet
IICJtlt
0. oou.

i
b
I
e

0. 39

.01 ..

Ridiomettr. Gemini ll

cps

Infrared

Radio

waves

licjlt
0.76

105,.

10 �

I

PMT

I

0.2 to0.7 ..

Ridiometer. Ceminlllll

FreQuency

1013

1014

PMT

u
0.2to0.35 ..

I nrrareo spectrometer, Geminill and m

Cryogenic spectrometer, Gtminii:andllii

Wavelength 1n m1crons

�

�

4.310 lh

ltoh
PBS

t___j
ltoh
PBS

BOLO

HgGe

L..J
8- 12 ..

FIGURE 20-5.-Experiment D004/D007 equipment coverage.
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TABLE 20-IV.-Radiometer Instrument Parameters

Weight, lb..
Power input, watts. . .
Field of view, deg..
Optics, in. Cassegrain ....

17.5
14
2
4

1--;.

hotomultiplier tube

Detectors, Gemini V

------

Spectral band,

1'-·

Nominal filter width,
Filters used, 11

11

liP 28)
Lead sulfide
Bolometer
· ------ 1 ------ ------

l

0.2-0.6

1.0-3.0

0.03

0.1
1.053

.22
.24

1.242

.26

1.380

1

4-15
0.3
4.30
4.45
6.00

.28

1.555 I

8.0

.30

1.870

9.6

.35

2.200

15.0

.40

2.820

.50

Dynamic range..
.

·

1

--- -1I

--

.60
106 in 4 discrete steps

Detectors, Gemini VII
Spectral band, IJ. ......
Nominal filter width,
Filters used, IJ...

I

103 Jog compressed

10s log compressed

-·

Photomultiplier tube
(ASCOP 541 F-OSM)
0.2-{).35
o.o3

11

.2200

Bolometer

Lead sulfide

t.o-3.0
0.1

I

1.053

.2400

1.242

.2500

1.380

.2600

1.555

.2800

1.870

.2811

1.900

.2862

2.200

.3000

2.725
2.775

.3060

2.825

Dynamic range..... . . ......... .... ....

106 in 4 discrete steps

TABLE 20-V.-Parameters of the Cryogenic

10s iog compressed

TABLE 20-VI.-Parameters

InterferometerISpectrometer
Weight

(with

neon), lb .................... 33. 6

Power input, watts
Field of view, deg

.

6

. .. .. .... ...............

2

.........................
.. . .

Optics, in. Cassegrain

. . .

.............. ... ..

4

Detector ..............................................Mercury-doped
germanium
Spectral band, microns

..............

.. . ... 8 to 12

Dynamic range . ...... ........... ....... ...... ... 108 automatic
gain changing
Coolant ................................................Liquid neon

of the Infrared

Spectrometer
Weight, lb

..........................................................

Power input, watts
Resolution,

.

. ............ .. ................

18.6

..... .... .

8

. . . . . . .. . ... .. . .. ........... .....

40

. ... ... ... ......... .. ......... ...........

2

Optics, in. Cassegrain ....... .... .. ............ .............

4

.

cm·t

.. ..... . .. .. . .

Field of view, deg

Detectors
Spectral band,

.. .

Lead sulfide

.

1-3

. lOS automatic

p...

Dynamic range

gain changing ,

Bolometer
3-16
103 automatic
gain changing
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The measurements on items ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , (5) ,
( 7 ) , and ( 8 ) were accomplished with the
cryogenic-neon-cooled sp1ectrometer which
was successfully used in orbit for the first
time during this experimimt. New informa
tion was obtained on the dE�velopment and the
use of cryogenically cooled sensor systems for
space application. Included in the experiment
results were the first infra(red measurements
of a satellite made by a manned spacecraft
outside the atmosphere (tig. 20-6 ) . The ex
periment demonstrated the advantages of
using manned systems to obtain basic data
with the crew contributin�t identification and
choice of target; choice of equipment mode;
ability to track selectively ; and augmenting,
validating, and correlating data through on
the-spot voice comments.

eter developed and tested during this experi
ment is available for future applications.
b
�
0
>

4

�
:;
0

Q.

-.u
E
0
0
....
...

.c
0..

-2

c
0

Elapsed time, sec

FIGURE 20-7.-Experiment 0005, Gemini X.
Measurement of Vega occultation.

E.l·periment

J"!GURE

20-6.-Experiment 0004/0007 measurement

of Gemini VI-A in Earth-•·eflected sunlight.

Experiment D005, Star Occultation Navi
IJation.-Experiment DOOfi was conducted to
determine the usefulness of star occultation
measurements for spacecraft navigatio� and
to establish a density profile for updating
atmospheric models for !horizon-based sys
tems. Data analysis has �not yet been com
pleted ; but preliminary evaluatiQn i�dicates
that the atmospheric de.nsity profile is suffi
ciently stable to provide photometer data for
determining spacecraft position with an accu
racy of ± 1 nautical mile. Typical occultation
<;iata are shown in figure !�0-7. The photom-

40

D008,

Radiation

in

Space

craft.-Experiment 0008 provided an active
tissue equivalent ionization chamber system
and passive dosimeters including thermo
luminescent devices, film-emulsion pa�ks, and
activation foils to record cosmic and Van
Allen belt radiation within the Gemini space
craft. Excellent agreement was found be
tween data from the active and the passive
dosimetry. The active dosimeter incorporated
a portable sensor to measure radiation dose
rat11 at various points within the spacecraft
and about the. body of each crewman. The
measurements indicated that the total dose
received on the Gemini IV tni:>sion was 82
millirads; the ma.for portion wal? Van Allen
helt radiation. On Gemini VI-A. a total dose
of only 20 millirads was computed. The inte
grated rlose per pass through the South At
lantic anomaly is shown in table 20-VII. On
Gemini IV, the instantaneous dose rate
reached a level of 107 mi!Hrads/hour during
revolution 7 (fig. 20-8) ; the highest dose rate
recorded on Gemini VI-A was 73 millirads/
hour during a pass through the inner Van
Allen belt. Typical cosmic radiation levels for
the Gemini orbit.-; are shown in figure 20-9.
The spacecraft shielding influenced dose
levels by more than a factor of 2 on both
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TABLE 20-\TII.-Radiation Dose Experienced

l(XX)

Durinr1 South Atlantic A·nom.aly Passes

I Integrated
Revolution

Mission

6

Gemini IV ..........

7
8
9
21
22

•

..... 1

�

100

3.0
10.45
3.5
2.87
7.10

24

"3.0

36

3.32

37

5.90

38

3.26

39

2.50

51

1.72

o. 1

o�---�----:!:-----:.l:--:-ll6

109:38 g. e. t.l

Elapsed time, min

FIGURE 20-8.-Dose rate, South Atlantic anomaly
pass, Gemini IV, revolution 7.

.6

2.26

53

"2.0

54

2.0

.

1:.
"0
:!
e

8.4

"6.0

Total ....... ..

Total

I

23

52

Gemini VI-A ....

I

dose
per anomaly
revolution,
mrad

- Portable dosimeter
--- Fixed dosimeter

67.28

6

1.0

6

6.0

7

5.5

8

2.5

9

1.5
16.5

o

169:34 g. e:L J

�

I. 2H. 75

�

L75 I. 25 1. 0

Elapsed lime, min

1.5 l. l

I. 0

1.75 1. 25 I. 0
I II I

II

1 . 1 l.S 2. 00 l.S l. l

I III I I I II I

w

1.25

�

Ll 1 . 5
I II

L . earth radii

FIGURE 20-9.-Coamitc radiation dose levels within
Gemini

These data are not me.asured, but are extrapo

ro

IV

as

a :£unction

of orbital time

and

L-values for revolution 45.

lated !rom dose-rate plots of similar type revolu
tions.

used for manual spacecraft navigation. A
space sextant was developed and tested ; the

missions. Film-emulsion data, coupled with

use of the sextant in an autonomous naviga

special shielding experiments conducted using

tion system proved feasible. The observable

the active dosimeters, show that the doses

horizon for sextant measurements was deter

received on the Gemini IV and VI-A missions

mined to average 14.9 miles above the mean

were predominantly a result of the energetic

Earth horizon. Ty]pical errors in star coalti

proton component of the inner Van Allen

tude

belt:

Measurements of angles to 51 " were made

although

radiation

levels were well

determination were

within acceptable limits, the data indicated

with

Gemini VII essential orbital elements com

the radiation belts. Equipment developed and

puted from ground track data and from sex

tested during this experiment is available for

tant data. The calculated uncertainty for the

20-VIII

compares

0.10°.

the problems of manned operations deeper in

future space applications.

ease. Table

less than

some

position determined from sextant sightings

Experiment D009. Simple Navigation.

was 10.1 nautical miles along the track, and

Experiment 0009 developed data on observ

6.3 nautical miles a.cross the track. This com

able phenomena and procedures which can be

pared favorably with the accuracy of the
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TABLE

20-VIII.-Orbit Paravuter Compari
son for Experiment D009
I

I

I
I

I

Star set
no.

I

I

4
8
12.
16 ..

. .... t

"" ,I

spacecraft

Inclination, deg

, Right ascension of
ascending node, deg

Ground
track

Sextant

Ground
track

28.90

28.71

192.03

28.90

29.03

192.06

28.87

28.92

28.90

28.72

I

Sextant

191.85
I

192.37

192.01

192.20

192.02

191.84

� 30

oi
a,
""

c:
"'
.t::
�

/'

0

_f

ii: .JO
0
166:00 g. e. t.l

position

computed

from

radar

tracking data. A flight-qualified sextant is

·;. I nerHal sensor

·
'

300

\

,;

.��/

1200

600

Elapsed time, sec

FIGURE 20-11.-Comparison of ion sensor and iner
tial system pitt'h-anjZle measurement. Gemini X.

available for future operational use.

Experiment DOlO, lon-Sensina Attitude

ControL-Experiment DOlO developed and
tester!

equipment

which

used

specially

adapted ion sensors to indicate spacecraft
yaw and pitch angles relative to the fiight

path. The fiight crew confirmed that the sys
tem provided an excellent indication of atti
tude. Data from the ion �ensors are compared
with data from the Gemini X spacecraft iner
tial sensor in figures 20-10 and 20-11. The
system has excellent possibilities for future
attitude indication/control applications.

E.1:per·iment D012, Ast?·onaut Maneuvet-i.n[J
Unit.-Experiment D012 was not completed
due to the inability to accomplish the planned
flight te�ts on Gemini IX-A and XII. The
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit was carried i n
the Gemini JX-A spacecraft, but flight test
ing was terminated prior to ,<;eparation of

the A sttonaut Maneuvering Unit when visol"

fogging obstructed the vision of the extra
vehicular pilot. Preparation of the Astronaut
Maneuvering Unit for donning demonstrated
fot· the first time that extravehicular work
tasks of significant magnitude could be ac
complished. and that adequate a:;tronaut re
straint provisions were required to maintain
the workload within acceptable levels. Extra
vehicular activity evaluation through Gemini
XI indicated that progres!'l of extravehicular
activity development was less than desired.
Therefore, the final Gemini XII extravehicu
lar activity was devotee! to investigation of

1nerlial sensor

':.
-"'-

-rooL�
- -loo
L-���
���lOO
����
����
=-��
�

!64:09 g. e. t.l

Elapsed tlme, sec

FIGURE 20-10.-Comparison of ion sensor and iner�
tial system yaw-angle measurements, Gemini X.

basic

extravehicular activity

tal'lk�

rather

than to testing of the A�tronaut Maneuvering
Unit. Although fiight tests were not com
pleted, the experience and data acquired dur
ing design fabrication, testing, and training
will be valuable in the planning and future
development of personal extravehicular ma
neuvering units. The Astronaut. Maneuver
ing Unit, the Gemini spare suit. and the
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Extravehicular Life-Support System

(chest

reported

correctly

on

the

rectangles

that

earlier prediction!' indicated they should see.

pack) are shown in figure 20-12.

Expe1·ime11t

DOll,,

Ultrnhigh-Frequency/

Ve1·y High-F1·equency Pola1·ization Measure
lnents.- The flight test of Experiment D014
was

not

completed.

The

experiment

was

scheduled for the Gemini VIII and IX-A mis
Rions. The experiment was not attempted
during Gemini VIII due to control problems
which forced early termination of the mis
sion. The experiment was accomplished on
Gemini IX-A. but the number of measure
ments was limited IJecause of other experi
ments and mission constraints. The success
of the experiment required a representative
number of measurements; since only a lim
ited number were acquired, objectives were
not completely attained. Experiment equip
ment operation was satisfactory, anrl experi
ment

technique

was

successfully

demon

strated.
E:rpc1·iment D015. NirJht Inw{Je Intensifi
cntion

In Experiment 0015 image intensi

.-

fication equipment was used for the first time
on a manned spacecraft to view the Earth in
darkness. The crew reported that geographic
features

(bodies of water, coastlines, and

rivers) were observed under starlight condi
tions, with no Moon. Cloud patterns were
FIGURE 20-12.-The Astronaut

especially prominent, indicating a possibility
Maneuvering Unit,

Gemini spac� suit. and Extravl!hicular Life-Sup
port System.

for mapping weather patterns at night. The
experiment results provided a basis for eval
uating future applications of image intensifi
cation equipment in space flight.

E:rperiment D013, A!if1·onaut Visibility.

E:rperiment

DOI 6, Power

Tool

EvaluCL

visual

tirm.-Experiment DOI6 was not completed

acuity experiment (S008) which investigated

due to the inability to complete the planned

the effect::� of the space environment on visual

flight tests. Spacecraft control problems of the

In

conjunction

with

the

scientific

aruity, Experiment D013 confirmed a tech
nique for predicting capability of the flight
crew to discriminate small objects on the sur
face of the Earth in daylight. In the experi
ment, the crew observed and reported ground
rectangles of known size, contrast, and orien
tation as shown in the photograph of the

Gemini VIII mission prevented evaluation
of the minimum-reaction power

tool

(fig.

20-1 4 ) . Pilot fatigue necessitated early ter
mination of extravehicular activity during ·
Gemini XI. and evaluation of the power tool
was not attempted. Although flight testing

(fig. 20-13) . Simul

was not completed, development and testing

taneous measurements were taken of light

of the power tool provided experience and

array at Laredo, Tex.

scattering caused by the spacecraft window

data of value to future development of space

and of conditions over the array. The crew

maintenance activities.

DOD,

31
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FIGURE 20-1:3.-Aircraft photograph of Expet·imcnt 001::. �r·ound array. !..aredo. Tex.

Conclusion

MOde selector sleeve

Overall

�valuation

of

the

DOD;NASA

Gemini Experirne·nts Progt·am indicates that
the program was successful. Some ba::;ic capa

uilities of man in space which were unknown
or uncertain at the beginning of the experi
ments program are now understood in specific
terms. Such understanding will be valuable
in

the planning of future

�ystems.

FIGURE 20-14.-Experiment 0016, minimum
reaction power tool.

manned space
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ASTRONAUT FLIGHT AND SIMULATION EXPERIENCES

By THOMAS P. STAFFORD, Astronaut, Astronaut Office, /VASA Mannrtl Spncecraft Center: 11ntf Cu \RLE$
CONR.\D. JR Astronaut, Astronaut Office. VASA Manned Spacecra/1 Center
••

and revised when necessary. After complet

S umm ar y

ing initial practice runs in the Dynamic Crew

This presentation will be a discussion of
the flight simulations and of the actual flight
experiences of the Gemini Program. The pro
gram has proven that precise flight-crew re

Procedures Simulator, the crew practiced the
launch phase of flight at the start of each
Gemini MisRion Simulator Session. The ini
tial training was conducted in a shirt-sleeve

sponses during orbital flight is critically de

environment and later with each crewman

pendent upon the fidelity of the simulation

wearing a full pressure suit.

The Gemini

training received prior to flight. All crews

Mission Simulator was of the exact configu

utilized a variety of simulators in preparing

ration of the spacecraft to be flown, and pro

for their specific missions. Flight experi

vided both visual displays and sound cue!'!

ences have shown that the majority of the

(figs. 21-3 and 21-4).

simulators were of a high fidelity and that,

As the training progressed, launch-abort

in most cases, the simulators produced accu

simulations were practiced with the Gemint

rate conditions of the actual flight. The few

Mission Simulator integrated with the Mis

minor discrepancies between the responses,

sion Control Center. During these simula�

controls, and displays in the simulator and

tions.

in the actual spacecraft had no noticeable

manned by the mission flight controllers. The

effect on flight-crew performance.

majority of the later runs were conducted

the

Mission

Control

Center

was

with the crew suited in either training or
flight suits. A final series of runs in the Dy

Introduction

namic Crew Procedures Simulator was con

The presentation will be categorized into

ducted

specific areas of the missions, and will com

launch.

approximately

3

weeks

prior

to

The data displayed in the Dynamic Crew

pare the fidelity of flight simulations with ac
tual flight experience. The areas will be dis
cussed in the chronological sequence in which

Mission Simulator proved very

they occurred during flight.

compared with the data experienced in t\ight.

Procedures

Simul ator

and

in

the

Gemini

rea li st ic when

Quantitative statistical data ancl qualitative
flight-crew

Launch

debriefings

all

correlated

this

fact. A comparison of Gemini Mission Simu
The launch phase encompassed powered

lator and actual flight data from the pow

flight from lift-off through orbital insertion.

ered-flight phase of the Gemini VI-A mission

The first phase of training for the launch se

is

quence was cond uc ted by the flight crew in

analysis of the plots indicates a close agree
ment between the two sources of data. Dur

the Dynamic Crew Procedures Simulator lo

shown

in

figures

21-5

to

21-8.

An

Center,

ing the debriefing sessions after each flight.

Houston. The simulator provided sound, mo

the crews have indicated that the response

cated at

the

Manned

Spacecraft

tion, and visual cues to the crew (figs. 21-1

of the simulator controls and displays had an

and 21-2 ) . During this phase of training, all

extremely

launch and abort procedures were exercised

sponses observed in flight.

Preceding page blank
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close

correlation

with

the

re
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FIGURE 21-1.-Cutaway view of the Dynamic Crew Procedures SimulatoJ.

FIGURE 21-2.-Dynamic Crew Procedures Simulatc.r.

FICURE 21-3.-Gemini

Mission Simulator console

area.
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li--·BtCO

SEC0·--!1

-Gemlnt "Jli -A flight data
---Gemini 1li-A Mission
Simulator cJata

80 120 160 200 240 280 320

0
FIGURE 21-4.-Gemini Mission Simulator
station.
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Simulator data
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�

8_ 24
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"

VI

r·an�

II

p t oblem th<1t continuall)>·
p hase,- of the Gem
·

i n i Prog-ram W�l>' that ot' pro,·idin).f J!Uidance

control fundinns

that we re

Hig-ht. This situation slow!.'·

<lnd

imp n>ved

reentrr data approximate!�·

1

prior to fii!!ht. The {;em i n i \' I l l n n d

and

month

suh:;;e
with aecu rate
g-uidance and na vi!!ation si mulat inns for the

8

quent crews were provided

'* 4
0

of lon�ritudinal

the Gemini V l l'l'ew recei,·ed accu rate launch

�

cu
v

<100

ac:cuntte and
I II crew received a
t·eentr.v s im u lat i on that approal·hed the flil-\'ht
computer o u tp ut ;.; only 2 \\'eeks prior to

� 12
""
cu
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Hybrid Simulator at the spacecraft contrac
tor facilit�·.

The

simulator

contained

the

flig-ht controls and displays of the spacecraft
Guidance and Control System and of the Pro
pulsion System. with a mockup for the re
mainder

of

the

cockpit

(fig-s.

21-9

and

CONFERENCE

which provided a satisfactory inertial ref
erence for this phase of training. Accurate
data on attitude and maneuver fuel were ob
tained, and indicated a close correlation with
the infiight data.
The training progressed to the Gemini

21-10) . Procedures for normal. backup, and

Mission Simulator at the Kennedy

failure modes

Center where the total spacecraft configura

were developed

during the

Space

earl�· part of the training period. The crews

tion was available. The runs were conducted

performed this phase of rendezvous training

first in a shirt-sleeve environment and later

in

shirt-sleeve environment. Various in

progressed to the suited condition. Approxi

structors were able to stand alongside the

mately 20 percent of the simulator runs dur

simulator to observe and make comments

ing the later phase of rendezvous training

during the run. The Hybrid Simulator visual

were conducted with the crew wearing train

a

rlisn]�,.

hMl

:1

rAndom

st.:lr-fiPld

h::�rkfl'ronnrl

ing suits and then flight suits. The rendez

vous phases of the flight plans were also re

fined

during

the

runs.

The

third

orbit

(M=3) and the first orbit (M-1) rendez

vous missions required that considerable ef
fort be expended i n practicing unstowage of
gear, and in cockpit confis:ruration manage
ment. This was a significant item i n obtain
ing a smooth work flow during a time-critical
period.
After the predicted launch date and time
were determined, the simulator optical sys
tem was programed to provide the precise
star and constellation field. The day/night
cycle was also included in this part of the
program. Flight experience indicated that the
FIGURE 21-9.-Exterior view of Hybrid

visual simulations were extremely accurate

Simulator.

with respect to the celestial field. but some
what Jacking with respect to the magnitude
and !>harpness of the acquisition lights on the
Gemini Agena Target Vehicle. Starting with
the Gemini VI-A mission, the Gemini Mis
sion

Simulator

ancl

the

Mission

Control

Center were integrated fnr rendezvous net
work

simulations ; however. not until the

Gemini

IX

simulations

could

a

satisfac

tory rendezvous be achieved on a target gen
erated b�· the Mission Control Center. While
wearing space suits. the flight crew per
formed all of the network rendezvous simula
tions and unstowed equipment in the same
manner as they would in flight. To facilitate
the rendezvous phase of the mission, the in
formation obtained from the network ren
FICUR& 21-10.-Hybrid

Simulator crew station.

dezvous simulations frequent}�· resulted in
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minor changes in the stowage configuration.

-Gemini'lll·A flight data
--Gemini 'lll·A Mission Simulator data

140

Basic failure modes of the guidance and
navigation system were presented to the crew
during training, and the knowledge acquired

.)7

.Z::. 26. 0 '
·g

by the crew contributed to their confidence

4i

i 25.6

in performing the entire rendezvous maneu

...
"'

ver. Several re!"\et points were available for

li 25. 2

specific partl> of the maneuver; for example,
midcourse maneuver through the entire brak

2:00

1:00

VI

the period after the completion of the nnal

4:00

3:00

Ground elapsed time. hr:min

FiGURE 21-11 .-Aititude and space-fixed velocity

ing routine. These runs were used to perfect
the pilot techniques required ·for specific

durinl! orl.Jt.

maneuvers.
The Gemini Mission Simulator provided
accurate trajectory and fuel data for mission

planning. Figures 21-ll and 21-12 compare
the simulator and flight data for the Gemini
VI-A

rendezvous

mission.

Figure

21-13

compares hybrid simulation, Gemini mission

5:35

simulation, and flight data for the Gemini
IX-A mission. The hybrid simulation and

the Gemini mission simulation were con:

�4

ducted at 15 nautical miles differential alti
tude.

The

ftight

was conducted

at

12.1

brid simulation incorporated !iYStem errors.

FtCURF.

The Gemini mission simulation was nominal.
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well as maneuvers with the target-vehicle

Special Tasks

Primary and Secondary Propulsion Systems.
The response of the simulated target vehicle

t:xfluimrnl Trainin.l!

to the input commands accurately simulated
Training equipment identical to the actual

the response of the actual target vehicle dur

flight hardware was provided fot· each Gem

ing flight. Tarsret-vehicle failure modes were

ini experiment. The individual pieces of ex

included durin!! certain training periods to

periment

hardware

were .first

use<l

for

training in the spacecraft mockups at the
spacecraft

contractor

facilit_,.

and

at

the

provide the crew with the maximum available
training for systems malfunction.
The Gemini docking trainer, located at the

Manned Spacecraft Centet·. Later. the same

Manned Spacecraft Center, provided the ma

hardware was used for training- in the Gem

jority of the actual docking-sequence train

ini Mission Simulators. Camera equipment

ing. All control modes of the spacecraft and

and other experiment hardware were often

of the target vehicle were simulated in this

used b�· the Gemini flight crews while flying

facility. The lighting confisruration was va

T-33 and T-�8 aircraft. Operating the spe

ried to simulate the conditions that were en

cific gear in this environment provided excel

countered

lent training in the use of the individual
pieces of hardware. To accomplish specific
tasks for individual

experiments that

re

quire<i precise tracking, spacecraft pointinJr

during

flight.

All

flight

crews

indicated that the final contact and docking
eng-age maneuver was somewhat easier than
that experienced in the simulator. The con
trol task difference was explained by the

commands ancl nulling of attitude rates were
practiced. Flight experience indicated that

difficulty in simulating a dynamic 6-degree

the time lines and control tasks were very

bital flisrht condition.

similat· to thos(> experienced in th� Gemini

of-freedom motion precisely equal to the or

Mission Simulator. The required updating

T�ther Oynamicl'

and engineering changes of the experiment
equipment frequently resulte•d in the flight

The Dynamic Crew Procedures Simulator

crew not having the training hardware at a

at the Manned Spacecraft Center was con

specified time to complete training. In certain

figured to provide a realistic simulation of

isolated

the tethered-vehicle evah 1ations
,
performed

instances,

the

actual

experiment

hardware was not received until just prior

during the Gemini XI and XII missions. The

to launch. This placed a difficult workload on

basic time lines and control task for the tether

the crew in trying to concentrate on new

maneuver were developed on this facility.

hardware and procedures in the last few days

The ability of the crew to cope with the large
attitude excursions can be directly attributed

prior to flight.

to simulation training. The tether evaluation
Gt>mini Agena Targt't Vehicle Training

The Gemini VIII through XII missions
were scheduled to include docking and vari
ous maneuvers involving the ·Gemini Agena
Target Vehicle. The Gemini Mission Simu
lator provided a visual target vehicle that
responded to commands from the Gemini

again demonstrated that an exercise could be
generated with only a specific task involved;
the use of this technique contributed greatly
to the success of many of the Gemini mis
sions.
Sy11t�ms Operation

crew station and from the simulator instruc

The flight-crew training for normal and

tor station. All target-vehicle commands in

emergency engineering procedures was first

both the docked and the undocked configura

practiced on the Gemini Mission Simulator

tions were available.

Commands were ini

in conjunction with spacecraft systems brief

tiated for practicing attitude maneuvers as

ings at the Manned Spacecraft Center. After
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the crew moved to the Kennedy Space Center,

the actual flight data for the Gemini VI-A

practice for the normal procedures was em

mission are shown in figure 21-14. The curve

phasized ; and less emph1asis was placed on

shows a close correlation between simulation

emergency procedures in order to concentrate

and flight data. Any variances between ac

on the planned mission. F"inal systems brief

tual flight data and simulation data were

ings were conducted at the Kennedy Space

con::;idered insignificant for crew trainin�.

Center, and training in the operation of all
1000

spacecraft systems was accompliRhed in the
Gemini Mission Simulator. Network simula
tions involving the Mission Control Center

�

provided practice for all types of sy�tem fail

X

ures, and provided vehicle training- for both
ground and flight crews. A few minor simu
lator discrepancies were noted in the <lis

I
I
I
I
1

800

:::: 600

� 400

7i

play responRes when a system condition wa!'

200

?,04

changed. The differences between the simu
lator display and the actual spacecraft re

I
I
l
I
I
I

'
1-

.
;
"'

••

Retroll re

0:00 :04 :08 :12 :16 :20 :24 :28
Ground elapsed time from retrolire. hr,mtn

:XI

FIGURE 21-14.-Aititude durin�r reentry.

sponses were small and did not produce any
noticeable effect on the training program or
the crew reaction in flight.

Concluding Remarks

I!Pentry·Pha.c;e 'Trainin�

The variety of simulations available to the

The training for the reentry pha�e was
conducted initially at the Manned Spacecraft
Center on the Gemini Mis:sion Simlllator, and
later at the Kennedy Space Center.

Two

Gemini flig-ht crews. produced conditions that
closely approximated those encountered i n
flight. Certain simulators were of the hybrid
· design and encompasxed only specific sys

types of reset points were available for train

tems. However, the simulation of the space

ing, one just prior to retrofire, and the other

craft operation of the individual systems

at an altitude

of 400 000 feet. The reset

points provided the crew con�iderable flexi
bility

in

perfecting

procedures

and

produced

excellent

flight-crew trainin� to

accomplish specific tasks such as launch, ren

tech

dezvous and docking, and reentry. The few

nique·s for the retrofire and reentry sequence.

discrepancies between simulator and actual

The exact constellatio1n position for the
night retrofire sequence was programed for

:-;pacecraft �ystems had no noticeable effect
on the overall trainin� program or orbital

each mission. Thi!-i feature of the Gemini

performance. The success with which the

Mission Simulator provided excellent train

t:light crews accompli�hecl each Gemini mix

ing for the actual missiolll. The Mission Con

�ion was a direct result of hi�h-ficlelity ximu

trol Center simulations were performed in

lntion training.

l)oth the shirt-sleeve andl the suited confi�
urations.
The computer updates for reentry were
performed by updata link and by voice link.

ThuR it can be concluded that the wealth
of knowledg-e gained in the Oemini Program
will

p1·ovide the simulation

and

training

g-uidelines for the Apollo Program. High-fi

The exact procedures u:sed in flight were

delity Apollo simulation:-; and adequate flight

practiced many time� in the simulator by the

crew tt·aining- can allow UR to complete the

flight crews and in the Mission Control Cen

lunar landing mission with a minimum num

ter by the flight controllers during- network

ber of actual �pace flight�. The only phase

reentry simulations.

of the Junar mission that has not heen pre

The Gemini MiRsion Simulator data and

viou�ly experienced to

H

gr�1t degree i n tht'
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Gemini ProJ,!ram is that of the lunar descEmt

knowledge that an accurate simulation can

and landing-. This phase cannot be experi
enced in flig-ht until the actual landing- take!'

that will close!�· approximate the actual lunar

place. Thus we can extrapolate from present

landing.

he p1·ovided to give the flight crews a realism

22.
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GEMINI RESULTS AS RELATED TO THE APOLLO
PROGRAM

WILLIS 8. · MITCHI::LL. Manager, Office of Vehicles and Missions, (;ernini Program Office, NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center; OwEN E. MAYNARD. Chief, Missinn Operations Division, Apollo Spacec�aft Pro
gram Office, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center: and DoNALD D. AltAlliAN. Office of Veluclcs and
Missions, Gemini Prop:ram Office. NASA Manned Spacecraft Center

and concepts. Probably the most significant
is the development and understanding of the
rendezvous and docking process. The Apollo

Introduction
The Gemini Program was conceived to
provide a space system that could furnish
answers to many of the problems in operat
ing manned vehicles i n space. It was designed
to build upon the experience gained from
Project Mercury, and to extend and expand
this fund of experience in support of the
manned lunar landing program and other fu
ture manned space-flight programs. The pur
pose of this paper is to relate some of the
results of the Gemini Program to the Apollo
Program, and to discuss some of the con
·

tributions which have been made.
The objectives of the Gemini Program ap
plicable to Apollo are: ( 1 ) long-duration
flight, ( 2 ) rendezvous and docking, ( 3) post
docking maneuver capability, ( 4) controlled
reentry and landing, (5) flight- and ground
crew proficiency, and {6) extravehicular
capability. The achievement of these objec
tives has provided operational experience and
confirmed much of the technology which will
be utilized in future manned programs. These
contributions will be discussed in three major
areas: launch and flight operations, flight
crew operations and training-, and techno
logical development of subsystems and
components. While there is obvious interre
lation among the three elements, the .Rroup
ing affords emphasis �nd order to the
discussion.
Launch and Flight Operations
Gemini

experience

is

being

applied

to

Program depends heavily upon rendeivous
for successful completion of the basic lunar
mission. The Lunar Module, on returning
from the surface of the Moon, must rendez
vous and dock with the Command and Serv
ice Module. In addition, the first Apollo
mission involving a manned Lunar Module
. will require rendezvous and docking in Earth
orbit by a Command and Service Module
placed in orbit by a separate launch vehicle.
During· the Gemini · Program, 10 rendezvous
and 9 .docking operations were completed.
The rendezvous operations were completed
under a variety of conditions applicable to
the Apollo missions.
The Gemini VI-A and VII missions dem
onstrated the feasibility of rendezvous. Dur
ing the Gemini IX-A mission. maneuvers
.
performed during the second re-rendezvom;
demonstrated the feasibility of a rendezvous
from above ; this is of great importance if
the Lunar Module should be required to abort
a lunar-powered descent. During the Gemini
X mission. the spacecraft computer was pro
gramed to use star-horizon sightings for
predicting the spacecraft orbit. These data,
combined with target-vehicle ephemeris data.
.provided an onboard prediction of the ren
dezvous maneuvers required. The rendezvous
was actually accompli�hed with the ground
computed �olution, but the data from the on
board prediction will be useful in developing
space-navigation and orbit-determination
techniques.

Apollo launch and flight operations planning
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The passive ground-controlled rendezvous

mary Propulsion System was used in combi

demonstrated on Gemini X and X I is impor

nation

tant in developing backup procedures for

System to accomplish the dual-rendezvous

with

t he

Secondary

Propulsion

equipment failures. The Gemini XI first-orbit

operation with the passive Gemini VIII tar

rendezvous was onboard controlled and pro

get vehicle. These uses of an auxiliary pro

vides an additional technique to Apollo plan

pulsion

ners. The Gemini XII mission re�ulted in a

operational technique.

system

add

another

important

third-orbit rendezvous patterned after the

In Sl:lmmary, 10 rendezvous exercises were

lunar-orbit rendezvous sequence, and ag-ain

accomplished during the Gemini Program,

and repeated)�· performed.

tion (fil!. 22- 1 ) . Seven different rendezvous

illustrated that rendezvous c�m be reliabl�·

All of the Gemini rendezvous operations

including 3 re-rendezvous and 1 dual opera

modes were utilized. These activities demon

pro\'ided extensive experience in computing

strated the capabilities for computing ren

and conducting midcourse maneuvers. These

clezvouF.

maneuvers involved separate and combined

computer complex ; the use of the onboard

maneuvers

in

the

ground-based

corrections of orbit plane, altitude, and phas

radar-computer closed-loop system ; the use

ing similar to the corrections planned for the

of manual computations made by the flight

lunar rendezvous. Experience in maneuver

crew ; and the use of optical techniques and

ing combined vehicles in space was also ac

star backg-round during the terminal phase

cumulated during the operations using the

and also in the event of equipment failures.
A variety of 1ighting conditions and back

docked

spacecraft 'target-vehicle configura

the target vehicle was used to propel the

ground conditions during the terminal-phase
maneuvers, and the use of auxiliary lighting

spacecraft to the high-apogee orbital alti

devices, have been investigated. The rendez

tude!'.. During the Gemini X mission, the Pri-

vous operations demonstrated that the com-

tion when the Primary Propulsion System of

Expenence
Total rendezvous

lnit•al

R�·rendezvous
Dual rendezvous
Modes demon siraled

Total rendezvous

FIGURE 22-1.-Rendezvous.

10
6
3
1
7
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putation and execution of maneuvers for

changing or adj u sti ng orbits i n space can be
performed with considerable precision.
The nine docking operations during Gem

type of equipment and the crew training r.e
quired. The requirements for auxiliary equip
ment such as handholds, tether points, and
handrails have been established.

ini demonstrated that the process can be ac
complished i n a routine manner. and that the

Controlled Landing

ground training simulation was adequate for
this operation (fig. 22-2 ) . The Gemini flight
experience has established the proper light
ing conditions for successful docki ng opera
tions.

Based

on the

data

derived from the Gemini

and

experience

reudezvous and

docking operations, planning for the lunar
orbit rendezvous can proceed with confidence.

From the beginning of the Gemini Pro
gram, one of the objectives was to develop
reentry flight-path and landing control. The
spacecraft was designed with an offset center

of gravity so that it would develop lift during
the flight through the atmosphere. The �pace
craft control system was used to orient the
lift vector to provide maneuvering capability.
A similar system concept is utilized by tht�

Apollo spacecraft during reentry through the
Earth atmosphere.
After initial development problems on the
early

Gemini

flights, the control

system

worked very well in both the manual and the
Demonstrated
Operation feasible
ofrai ni ng adequate
Lighting needs

Experiena
Gemini :!Zill

Gemini IX-A
Gemini X
Gemini XI
Gemini XII

1 orbit
1 orbit
I orbit
4 orbits
3 orbits

FIGURE 22-2.-Docking.

automatic control modes. S pacec raft landings

wPre ar.hievP.d varying from

a

few hundrP.rl

yards to a few miles from the target point

(fig. 22-� )

..

The first use of a. blunt lifting

body for reentry control sen·es to verify and

to validate the Apollo-design · concepts. The
success of the Gemini guidance system in
controlling reentry will support the Apollo
design, even though the systems differ in

Extravehicular Activity

detail.

Extravehicular activity was another im
portant objective of the Gemini Program.
Although extensive use of extravehicular ac
tivity has not been planned for the Apollo
Program, tbe Gemini extravehicular experi

ence should provide valuable information in
lwo areas. First, extravehicular activity will
be used as a contingency method of crew
transfer from the Lunar Module to the Com
mand Module in the event the normal transfer
mode cannot be accomplished. Second, opera
tions on the lunar surface will be accom

Launch Operations
The prelaunch checkout and verification

concept which was originated. during the
Gemini Program is being used for Apollo.
The te."ting and servicing tm;ks are very si m i

IHl' for hoth spacecraft, and the Gemini test



flow plan developed at the Kennedy Space

Center is hdng applied. The enti1·e mode of
operation involving scheduling, daily opera
tional

techniques,

operational

procedures,

procedures manual�. and documentation is

plished in a vacuum environment using auxil
iary life-support equipment and consequently
will be si milar to Gemini extravehicular oper
ations. For these applications, the rel'\ults

�imilar to that u�ed in the Gemini operation.

from Gemini have been used to rletermine the

tions equipment, telemetry, c;:ritical power,

Much of the launch-);ite operational support
i� common to both pt·ogram�; thi� includet-;
trackin.t.r radars and cameras. communica
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and photography. The requirements for this

trol of a single vehicle with no maneuvering

equipment are the same in many cases, and

capability.

the Gemini experience is directly applicable.
The Apollo Program will use the same mis

The Gemini
vehicles,

Program

involved

multiple

rendezvous maneuvers, and long

"ion operations organization for the launch

duration flights, and required a more complex

>'equence that wa·s established during Project

ground-control system capable of processing

Mercury and tested and refined during the

and reacting to vast amounts of real-time

Gemini Program.

data. The new mission-control facility at the
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, was de

Mission Control
The Gemini mission-control operations con
cepts evolved from Project Mercury. These
concepts were applied during the Gemini Pro
gram and will be developed further during
the Apollo missions, although the complexity
of the operations will substantially increase
as the time for the lunar mission nears. The
worldwide network of tracking stations was

signed to operate in conjunction with the
!\lanned Space Flight Network for direction
and control of Gemini and Apollo missions,
as well as of future manned space-flight pro
grams. Much of this network capability was
expanded for Gemini and is now being used

to support the Apollo missions. Gemini has

contributed personnel training in flight con
trol and in maintenance and operation of
flight-support sy!\tems. As the Gemini flights

established to gather data concerning the

. progressed and increased in complexity, the
capabilities of the flight controllers increased,

status of the Mercury spacecraft and pilots.

and resulted in a nucleus of qualified control

The Mercury flights, however. involved con-

personnel.
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The development of experienced teams of
mission-planning personn.el has proved ex

of spacecraft operation was introduced for
the fitst time in the United States during the

tremely useful in the preparation for future
manned missions. Mission plans and flight
crew procedures have been developed and
exercised to perform the precise inftight ma
neuvers required for rendezvous of two ve
hicles in space. and to perform flights up to
14 days in duration. The techniques which
were evolved during Gemini have resulted in
flight plans that provide the maximum prob
ability of achieving mission objectives with
a minimum usage of consuniables and opti
tnum crew activity. The development of satis
factory work-rest cycles and the acceptance
of simultaneous sleep periods are examples
of learning which will be carried forward to

Crt>w Equipme nt

the Apollo planning. The mission planning
procedures developed for Gemini are appli
cable to future programs, and the personnel
who devised and implemented the procedures
are applying their experience to the Apollo
flight-planning effort.
Flight-Crew Operations and Training

Crt>w

Capability

The results of the Gemini Program in the
area of flight-crew operations have been very
rewarding in yielding knowledge concerning
the Gemini long-duration missions. The medi
cal experiments conducted during these
flights have demonstrated that man can func
tion in space for the planned duration of the
lunar landing mission. The primary question
concerning the effect of long-duration weight
lessness has been favorably answered. Adap
tation to the peculiarities of the zero-g envi
ronment has been readily accomplished. The
results significantly increase the confidence
in the operational efficiency of the flight crew
for the lunar mission.
The Apollo spacecraft is designed for coop
erative operation by two or more pilots. Each
module may be operated by one individual
for short periods ; however, a successful mis
l'lion requires a cooperative effort by the
three-man crew. The multiple-crew concept

Gemini Program and cooperative procedures
for muJtipilot operations were developed.
The Gemini Program has established that
man can function normally and without ill
effect outside the spacecraft during extra
vehicular operations.

Most of the Gemini technology regarding
personal crew equipment is applicable to
Apollo. The Block I Apollo space suit is
basically the same as the Gemini space suit.
The Block II Apollo space suit, although dif
ferent in design. will have familiar Gemini
items such as suit-design concepts. locking
mechanisms for connectors, and polycarbo
nate visors and helmets. The Gemini space
suit support facilities at the Manned
Spacecraft Center and at the Kennedy Space
Center, plus the ground-support equipment.
will be fully utilized during Apollo.
A considerable amount of personal and
postlanding survival equipment will be used
for Apollo in the same configuration as was
used for Gemini. Some items have minor
modifications for compatibility, others for
improvements based upon knowledge result
ing from flight experience, Specific examples
include food packaging, water dispenser,
medical kits, personal hygiene items. watches.
sunglasses, penlights. cameras, and data
books.
Many of the concepts of crew equipment
originated in Gemini experience with long
duration missions and recovery : food and
waste management ; cleanlines:-; ; housekeep
ing and general sanitation ; and environmen
tal conditions !'lUCh as temperature, radiation,
vibration. and acceleration. Although the
Apollo approach may differ in many areas.
the Gemini experience has been the guide.
Fli�ht-C'rt>w Trainin�

The aspects of crew training important to
future programs include preflight prepara
tion of the crews for the mission and the
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reservoir of flight experience derived from

sy!'tems, the similarity exists in concept and

the Gemini Prog-ram. Apollo will inherit the

g-eneral design. The performance of Gemini

trainin� technology developed for the Gemini

systems. operating over a range of conditions,

flight

has provided flight-test data for the verifica

crew�.

The

technology

began

with

Project Mercury. and wa� developed and re

tion of the design of related subsystems.

fined during the training of the Gemini m u lti

These data are important since many ele

man crew:-. There now exi�t!' an organization

ment!' of Apollo, especially systems inter

of hi)rhly skilled specialists with a thorough

actions, cannot be completely simulated in

understanding- of the tz·aining task. Adequate

ground testing. The Apollo Spacecraft Pro

crew preparation can l.>e assured in all areas,

Houston, has reviewed and analyzed Gemini

vidual crewmembers to the most complicated

anomalous conditions to determine corrective

integ-rated mi!'sion simulation.

measure:-; applicable to Apollo. The Apollo

One highly developed aspect of flight-crew

·

Jrram Office at the Manned Spacecraft Center,

from the physical conditioning of the indi

Program Director has established additional

training i:-; the U!'e of simulators and simula

procedures at NASA Headquarters to pro

tion techniques. A !'ignificant result of the

mote rapid dissemination and application of

Gemini rendezvou!' experience was the ·veri

Gemini experience to Apollo equipment de

fication of the ground simuJation employed

sign.

i n flight-crew training. The incorporation of

The Gemini missions have provided back

optical display!' in the Gemini simulations

ground experience in many systems such as

w.as an important step in improving the train
ing- ,·alue of these de,·icei-0. Using high-fidel ity

communications,

guidance

and

navigation,

mission simulatorl-\ to represent the space

fuel cells, and propulsion. In addition, a series
of experiments was performed specifically

craft and to work with the ground control

for obtaining general support information

network and flight controllers was instru

applicable to the Apollo Program.

mental in training the pilots and ground crew

In the commu.nications systems, common

as a functional team that could deal with

item!' include the recovery and flashing-light

problems and achieve a large percentage of

beacons : similar componentR are utilized in

the mission objective�.

the high-frequency and ultrahigh-frequency

·

The Gemini Program resulted in an accu

recovery antennas. Reentry and postlanding

mulated total of 1940 man-hours of flight

batteries and the digital data uplink have the

time distributed among 16 flight-crew mem

same design concepts. The major Apollo de

bers. This flight experience is readily adapt

sign parameters concerned with power re

able to future programs since the Gemini

quirements and rang'e capability have been

pilots are flight qualified for long-duration

confirmed.

flights and rendezvous operations, and are

In the· area of guidance and navigation,

familiar with many of the aspects of working

thE:: use of an onboard computer has been dem

in the close confines of the spacecraft. This

onstrated and the Gemini experience with

experience is of great \·alue to future training

rendezvous radar techniques has been a fac

programs. The experience in preparing multi

tor in the selection of this capability for the

man crews for flight, in monitoring the crew

Lunar Module. The ability to perform in

during flight, and i n examining and debrief

plane and out-of-plane maneuvers and to de

ing after flight will facilitate effective and

termine new space references for successful

efficient procedures for Apollo.
Technological Development of Systems and
Components

reentry and landing has been confirmed by
Gemini flights. The control of a blunt lifting
body during reentry will also support the
Apollo concept.

Gemini and Apollo share common hard

In the electrical power supply, the use of

ware items in some subsystems ; i n other sub-

the Gemini fuel cell has confirmed the appli-

GEMINI RESULTS AS RELATED TO THE APOLLO PROGRAM
cability of the concept. The ability of the
cryogenic reactant storage system to operate
over a wide l'ange of ·off-design conditions in
flight has verified the design, which is similar
for Apollo. The performance of the Gemini
�ystem has provided a better understanding
of the system parameters over an operating
range �onsiderably in excess of the range
previously contemplated. The design of the
cryogenic servicing system for Apollo was
altered after the initial difficulties experi
enced by early Gemini flights. Consequently,
a fairly sophisticated ilystem now exists
which will eliminate the possibility of delays
In servicing. The ability to estimate the power
requirements for the Apollo spacecraft equip
ment is enhanced by the Gemini operational
data.
In the propulsion area, the ullage control
rockets of the Apollo-Saturn S-IVB stage are
the same configuration as the thrusters used
for the Gemini spacecraft Orbital Attitude
and Maneuver System ; the thrusters of the
Apollo Command Module Reaction Control
System are similar. Steps have been taken to
eliminate the problems which occurred in the
development of the Gemini thrusters, such
as the cracking of the silicon-carbide throat
inserts, the unsymmetrical errosion of the
chamber liners, and the chamber burn
through. The tankage of the Reaction Con
trol System is based upon the Gemini design,
and employs the same materials for tanks and
bladders. The propellant control valves were
also reworked a:; a result of early problems
in the Gemini system.
The Lunar Module ascent engine al�o bene
fited from the Gemini technology : the con
tractor for this engine also manufactured the
engines for the Gemini Agena Target Vehicle.
Following the infiight failure of the target
vehicle engine during the Gemini VI mission.
a test program verified the inherent danger
in fuel-lead starts in the space environment.
Consequently, the Lunar Module ascent en
gine and the Gemini target-vehicle engine
were changed so that the oxidizer would
enter the engine before the fuel. The problem
had been indicated during ascent-engine test-
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ing, but was not 'isolated until the required
definitive data were furnished by Proj'ect
Sure Fire on the target-vehicle engine.
In addition to medical experiments, several
other types of experiments were conducted
during Gemini and have supplied information
and data for use by the Apollo Program. The
experiments included electrostatic charge,
proton-electron spectrometer, lunar ultra
violet spectrometer, color-patch photography,
landmark contrast measurements, radiation
in spacecraft, reentry communications, man
ual navigation sightings, simple navigation.
radiation and zero-g effects on blood, and
micrometeorite collection. Although the di
rect effects of these experiments on Apollo
�ystems are difficult to isolate, the general
store of background data and available infor
mation has been increased.

Concluding Remarks
The Gemini Program has made significant
contribution1; to future manned space-flight.
programs. Some of the more important con
tributions include flight-operations tech
niques and operational concepts, flight-crew
operations and training, and technological
development of components and systems. In
the Gemini Program, the rendezvous and
docking processes so necessary to the lunar
mission were investigated ; workable proce
dures were developed, and are available for
operational use. The capability of man to
function in the weightless environment of
space wa1; investigated for periods up to 14
days. Flight crews have been trained. and
have demonstrated that they can perform
complicated mechanical and mental tasks
with precision while adapting to the space
craft environment and physical constraints
during long-duration missions.
Additionally, the development of Gemini
hardware and techniques bas advanced space
craft-design practices and has demonstrated
advanced systems which, in many cases, will
substantiate approaches and concepts for
ftlture spacecraft.
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Finally. probaul�· the• most significant con

tributions of Gemini have been the traini n g

of personnel and organi1mtions in the disci
plines of management, operation!'\, manufac-

turin�. and engineering. This nucleus of ex
perience has been di,.;seminated throughout

the many facets of Apollo and will benefit

all future manned space-flight programs.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

By GEoRGE M. Low. IJ�puty Dir�ctor, N liSA Man11ed Spac�crajt Center
With the preceding paper, on� of the most
successful programs in 01ur short history of
space flight has endea. The Gemini achieve
ments have been many. anct have included
long-duration flight, maneuvers in space, ren
dezvous., docking, u!'le o f large engines in
space, extravehicular actilvity. and controlled
reentry. The Gemini achievements have also
included a host of medical, technological, and
scientific experiments. .
The papers have included discussions of
many individual difficulti,es that were experi
tnced in preparation for many of the flight
missions and in some of the flights. The sue-
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cessful demonstration that these difficulties
were overcome in later missions is a great
tribute to the program, to the organization,
and to the entire Gemini team.
A

period of difficulty exists today i n the

program that follows Gemini. the Apollo Pro
gram. Yet, perhaps one of the most important
le�acies from Gemini to the Apollo Program
and to future programs is the demonstration
that great successes can be achieved in spite
of serious dilficulties alon� the way.
The Gemini Program iR now officially com
pleted.
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APPENDIX A
NASA CENTERS AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
This appendix contains a list of Government agencies participatinp- in the Gemini Pro
gram.
NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C., and
the following NASA centers :
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
Calif.
Electronics ·Research Center, Cam
bridge, Mass.
Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
Goddard S9ace Flight Center, Green
belt, Md.
Kennedy Space Center, Cocoa Beach.
Fla.
Langley Research Center, Langley Sta
·
tion, Hampton, Va.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Manned

Spacecraft

Center,

Houston.

Tex.
Marshall Space Flight Center. Hunts
ville, Ala.

Preceding page blank
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Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. :
Department of the Army
Department of the Navy

Department of the Air Force
Department of State, Washington, D.C.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Department of the
D.C .

Interior.

Washington.

Department of Health, Education, and We]
fare, Washington, D.C.
Department of the Treasur�·; Washington,
D.C. :
U.S. Coast Guard
Atomic Ener�y Commission, Washington.
D.C.
Environmental Science Services Administra
tion, Washington. D.C.
U.S. Information Agency. Washington, D.C.

APPENDIX B
CONTRACTORS, SUBCONTRACTORS, AND VENDORS
This appendix contains a listing of contractors. subcontractors, and vendors that have

Gemini contracts totaling more than $100 000. 1t represents the best effor� possible to obtain

a complete listing; however, it is possible that some are missing, such as those supporting
activities not directly concerned with Manned Spacecraft Center activities. These contrac
tors, subcontractors, and vendors are recognized as a group.
GenE!ral Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y.

Contractors

GenE!ral Motors Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.

Acoustica Associates, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

General Precision, Inc., Link Division, Bing-

Aerojet-General Corp., Sacremento, Calif.

hamton, N.Y.
General Precision, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y.

Aerojet-General Corp., Downey, Calif.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio

Aerospace Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
AiResearch Manufacturing Co., division of

Hom!ywell. Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Hon•eywell, Inc., West Covina, Calif.

"Garrett Corp., Torrance, Calif.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, Calif.

Analytical Mechanics Associates, Westbury,

fnternational

N.Y.

:

thesda, Md.
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Sunnyvale,

Beckman Instruments, 1nc., Fullerton, Calif.
··sen Aerosystems Co.. division of Bell Aerospace Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.

Martin-Marietta

of

Martin-Marietta

Melpar, Inc., Falls Church, Va.

Cutler-Hammer, Inc., Long Island, N.Y.

D. H. Milliken, Inc., Arcadia, Calif.

Pasadena,

North American Aviation, Inc., Rocketdyne

Calif.

Di.viRion, Canoga Park. Calif.

Farrand Optical Co., Inc., Bronx, N.Y.

North American Aviation, Inc., Space and

Federal Electric Corp .. Paramus, N.J.

Information

Federal-Mogul Corp., Los Alamito::;, Calif.

Systems

Division. Downey,

Calif.

DiviRion,

Pbileo Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

San Diego, Calif.
Division,

San

Phileo Corp., WDL Division, Palo Alto, Calif.

Dynamics,� Convair Division,

Fort

Scientific Data Systems, Inc., Santa Monica.

Dynamics/Convair

Razdlow Lab., Newark, N.J.

Diego, Calif.
General

of

McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, Mo.

Cook Electric Co., Morton Grove, Ill.

General

division

,J. A. Maurer, Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.

David Clark Co., Inc., Worcester, Mass.

Dynamics/Astronautics

Co.,

Martin Co.. division
Corp., Denver, Colo.

Burroughs Corp.. Paoli, Pa.
CBS Labs, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

1nc.,

C�llif.
Martin

Corp., Baltimore, Md.

Bissett-Berman Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.

General

Corp.,

Ling·-Temco-Vought, Inc .. Dallas, Tex.

Bechtel Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

Systems,

Machines

Inte1mational Business Machines Corp., Be

Arde-Portland, Inc., Paramus N.J.
Avco Corp., Stratford, Conn,

Electro-Optical

Business

Owego, N.Y.

Worth, Tex.
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Comprehensive Designers, Inc., Philadelphia,

Space Labs. Inc., Van Nuys, Calif.
Sperr.v Hnncl Corp., Sperry Phoenix Co. Di
vil'ion, Phoenix, Ariz.
Sperr�· Rand Corp., Wa�hing-ton. D.C.
Texus

Institute for Rehabilitation ;mcf Re

Pa.
Computer Control
Mass.

Co.,

Inc..

Con�olidated Electrodynamics

Framingham,
Corp.,

Mon-

rovia, Calif.

search, Houston, Tex.
Thiokol Chemkal Corp., Elkton. Md.

Cook Electric Co., Skokie, Ill.

Thompson RamCI Wooldridg-e, Inc., Redondo

Co�modyne Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.
Custom Printing Co., Ferguson, Mo.

Beach, Calif.

Toclcl Ship,vnt·ds Corp., Galveston, Tex.

Da�· & Zimmerman. Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Western Gear Corp.. Lynwood, Calif.

De Havill:md Aircraft. Ltd. . Do•.•!n�view, Ontario, Canada

Whirlpool Corp .. St. Joseph, Mich.

Dilectrix Corp., Farmingdale, N.Y.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Sul,cunlraclors and \'endurs

Dougla� Aircraft Co., Inc., Santa Monica,

ACF InduRtrie.-;, Inc., Paramus. N.J.
ACR Electronics Corp., New York, N.Y.
Advanced Technolog�· Laboratories, division
of American f:.adiator & Standard Corp.,
Mountain View, Calif.
Aeronca Manufacturing-

Corp..

Baltimore,

l\Id.
AiResea•·ch Manufacturin�or Co., division of

Garrett Corp .. Torrance, Calif.
American Machine & Foundrr Co., Springdale, Conn.
Argus Industries, Inc., Gardena, Calif.

Avionics Research Corp., West Hempstead.
N.Y.
Barnes Engineering Co., Stamford, Conn.
Beech Aircraft Corp., Boulder, Colo.
Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Emertron Information and Control Divi�ion,
Litton Systems, Inc., Ne·wark. N.J.
Engineered Masrnetic Division, Hawthorne,

Explosive

Technology,

Inc.,

Santa

C.Jara.

Calif.
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., Cable
Division, Joplin, Mo.

ville, N.Y.

Brush Beryllium Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Brush Instrument Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.
.

Cadillac Gage Co., Costa Mesa. Calif.
Calcor Space Facility, Inc., Whittier, Calif.
Cannon Electric Co., Brentwood, Mo.
Cannon Electric Co., Phoenix, Ariz.

Fairchild Hiller Corp., Bay Shore, N.Y.
Fairchild Stratos Corp., Bay Shore, N.Y.
General Electric Co., Pittsfield, Mass.
General Electric Co., West Lynn, Mass.
General Electric Co., Waynesboro, Va.
General Precision. Inc., Link Division, Binghamton, N.Y.
General Precision, Inc., Little Falls, N.J.

Captive Seal Corp., Caldwell, N.J.
Central Technology Corp., Herrin, Ill.
Clevite Corp., Cleveland, Ohio

Co.,

N.J.
Emerson Electric Co.. St. Louis. Mo.

child Camera & Instrument Corp., Hicks

Brodie, Inc., San Leandro, Calif.

Products

Electronic� Associates, Inc., Long Branch,

Fairchild Controls, Inc., division of Fait

Bendix Corp., Eatontown, N.J.

Precision

ton, Mass.
Electro�Mechanical Research, Inc., Sarasota.
Fla.

Epsco. Inc., Westwood, Mass.

Autronics Corp., Pasadena. Calif.

Clifton

Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc., Bos

Calif.

Astro Metallic, 1nc., Chicago, nt.

Burtek, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.

Calif.
Eag-le-Picher Co.. Joplin, Mo.

Clifton

Heights, Pa.
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Genistron. Inc., Bensenville, Ill.
Giannini Controls Corp., Duarte, Calif.
Goodyear Aerospace Corp., Akron, Ohio
Gray & Huleguard, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.
Gulton Industries, Inc., Hawthorne, Ca1if.
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Hamilton-Standard, division of United Aircraft Corp., Windsor Locks, Conn.
Hexcel Products, Inc., Berkeley, Calif.
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Honeywell, Inc.. St. Petersburg, Fla.
Hurletron Corp., Wheaton. Til.
Hydra Electric Co., Burbank, Calif.
International
Business
Machines Cnrp..
Owego, N.Y.
Johns-Mansville Corp., Mansville, N. J.
Kinetics Corp., Solvana Beach, Calif.
Kirk Engineering Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Leach Corp., Compton, Calif.
Leach Relay Corp., Los Angeles, Calif_.
Lear-Siegler, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Linde Co., Whiting, Ind.
Lion Research Corp., Cambridge, Mass.
Maffett Tool & Machine Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Marotta Valve Corp., Boonton, N.J.
Meg Products, Inc., Seattle, Wash.
Missouri Research Laboratories, lnc., St.
Louis, Mo.
Moog, Inc.. Buffalo, N.Y.
Motorola, Inc., Scottsdale, Ariz.
National Water Lift Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
North American Aviation, Inc., Rocketdyne
Division, Canoga Park, Calif.
Northrop Corp.. Ventura Division, Newbury
Park, Calif.
Northrop Corp., Van Nuys, Calif.
Ordnance Associates, Inc.. South PasaJena,
Calif.
Ordnance Engineering Associates, Inc .. Des
Plaines, Ill.

Palomar Scientific Corp., Redmond, Wash.
Pneumodynamics Corp., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Pollak & Skan, Inc., Chicago, Ill.
Powerton. Inc.. Plainsville, N_Y.
Radcom Emerton. College Park, Md.
Radiation. Inc.. Melbourne, Fla.
Raymond Engineering Laboratory, Inc., :.JiJ
dletown, Conn.
Reinhold Engineering Co., Saui . �

� ·,,

Spring!'.
Calif.
Rocket Powet·, Inc., 1\Te�·
!· i?.
Rome Cable Corp., .�h·: 1 1 1 nf Alcoa. Rome1
N.Y.
Rosemount Engin•·pl'ii)J:r Co., Minneapolis.
Minn.
Servonics InstJ'IH nents, Inc., Costa Mesa,
.

Calif
Space Corp., C=al las, Tex.
Sperry Rand Corp., Tampa, Fla.
Sperry Rnnfl Corp., Torrance. Calif.
Speidel r.o.. Warwick, R.I.
Talley Ind ustries. Mesa. Ariz.
Teledyne Systems Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.
Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
Thiokol Chemical Corp.. Elkton, Md.
Union Carbide Corp., Whiting, Ind.
Vickers. Inc.. St. Louis, Mo.
Weber Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif.
Westinghoul'e Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md,
Whi ting--Turner, Baltimore. Md.
Wyle Laboratories, El Segundo, Calif.
Yardney Electric Corp., New York, N.Y.
H. L. Yoh Co. . Philadelphia, Pa.
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G E M I NI SPACECRAFT FLI G HT HISTORY
MISSION

DESCRIPTION

LAUNCH
DATE

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Gemini
VIII

Manned
3 days
Rendezvous and
dock
Extravehicular
activity

Mar. 16,

Demonstrated rendezvous and docking with Ge
mini Agena Target Vehicle, controlled land
ing and emergency recovery, and multiple

Gemini
IX

Manned
3 days
Rendezvous and
dock
Extravehicular
activity
(Canceled after
failure of
Target Launch
Vehicle)

May 17,

Demonstrated dual countdown procedures.

Gemini

Manned
3 days
Rendezvous and
dock

June 3,

Demonstrated three rendezvous techniques,
evaluated extravehicular activity with detailed
work tasks, and demonstrated preci sion l and
ing capability.

July 18,
1966

Demonstrated dual rendezvous using Gemini
Agena Target Vehicle propulsion for docked
maneuvers, and demonstrated removal of ex
periment package from passive target vehicle

IX-A

1966

restart of Gemini Agena T orget Vehicle i n
orbit.

Spacecraft mission terminated early because of
an electrical short in the control system.

1966

1966

Extraveh i cular
activity
Gemini
X

Manned
3 days
Rendezvous and
dock
Extraveh icular
activity

Gemini
XI

Manned
3 days

during extravehicular activity.
Eval uated
fea sibi I ity of using onboord navigational tech
niques for rendezvous.
Sept. 12,

1966

Rendezvous ond

Demonstrated fir st-orbit rendezvous and dock
ing, evaluated extravehicular activity, demon
strated feasibility of tethered station keeping,
and demonstrated automatic reentry capability.

dock
Tether evaluation
Extravehicular
activity
Gemini
XII

Manned
4 days
Rendezvous on d
dock
Tether evaI uation
Extravehicular
activity

Nov. 1 1

1966

Demonstrated rendezvous and docking, eval u·
oted extrovehi cui or activity, demonstrated
feasibility of gravity-gradient tethered-vehicle
station keeping, and demonstrated automatic
reentry capabi lity.

